Determinants of immunodiagnostic success in human ocular toxoplasmosis.
Ocular toxoplasmosis is a local manifestation of systemic infection in which Toxoplasma spreads into the eye, affecting mainly the posterior segment of the eye. Reactivation of the initial retinal condition presumably results from the rupture of quiescent parasitic cysts lying adjacent to pre-existing scars and may secondarily involve the choroid (leading to retinochoroiditis). Although the molecular mechanisms underlying host-parasite interaction are largely unknown, toxoplasmic retinochoroiditis usually remains a local event, and does not necessarily evoke a detectable systemic immune response. Local immunotolerance mechanisms may likewise confound attempts to confirm the clinical diagnosis by serology. Aqueous humour may be analysed for the presence of parasite DNA or of specific antibodies, but the DNA burden therein is low, and a more definite confirmation would require risky puncturing of the vitreous. Laboratory confirmation of the diagnosis is also frustrated by marked individual differences in the time elapsing between the onset of clinical symptoms and the activation of specific antibody production, resulting in a high proportion of false negative results. Whether a delay in the onset of local specific antibody production reflects immunotolerance in cases of congenital - but not obviously in those of acquired - infection remains an open question, but it could account for a relatively low confirmation rate in laboratory tests for local antibody production. Against this background, current diagnostic strategies need to be re-evaluated with a view to future improvements.